
Elizabeth May, new leader of the Green Party of Canada is a
candidate in the London Centre North (Ontario) federal by-
election on November 27. May has been making a showing in
the mainstream media since her election to leadership in
August. May founded the Sierra Club of Canada and worked as
its executive director for 17 years. 

The Green Strategy
Joining May to work on her campaign is former party leader
Jim Harris. He considers the by-election a very good
opportunity to get a Green MP into parliament. Harris says,
‘It’s a highly split riding. Why is this important? Because the
ideal riding in which to get elected is one with four parties—
each at about 25% of the vote. To win you need 25% + 1 vote.’ 

According to Green Party, last January’s general election
figures for the constituency were: Conservative 17,968 votes
(29.9%); NDP 14,271 votes (23.74%); Liberals 24,109 votes;
(40.12%) and Green Party 3,300 votes (5.5%). Clearly the
Green party must attract a number of Liberal party votes from
the previous election.

By-election Timing
Harris points out other factors that favour Green Party efforts,
‘The Liberals are in the middle of their leadership campaign.
There was a rumour of Bob Rae running here but he can’t
afford to take his focus away from the Liberal leadership
campaign. Neither can Gerrard Kennedy. So it’s perfect: the
Liberal Party is distracted with its leadership campaign.

‘Joe Fontana, the former Liberal MP who resigned,
triggering the by-election, is running for mayor. As the long
serving MP, Liberals here have a lot of personal loyalty to Joe.
So his campaign team is busy working to get him elected as
mayor. So much of the Liberal campaign ‘machinery’ is also
tied up in Joe’s mayoralty campaign.’

‘Finally the political machines of all the old-line parties are
tied up in municipal campaigns which culminate mid-
November, concludes Harris.

Country-wide Green Party Support
Jim Harris comments, ‘We are inviting people from across
Ontario, and Canada, to come to London and elect the first-
ever Green MP. We’ll ask London GPC members to billet
members to campaign. People from all across Ontario—
Chatham, Barrie, Guelph, Kitchener-Waterloo, Toronto—are
carpooling and coming to London on weekends.’

Green Slogans
The Green Party thinks this by-election is a tipping point.
Climate Change is now an over-riding concern of Canadians,
they say. 

Green campaign slogans include: ‘Can’t wait 44 years for the
Conservatives to do anything about climate change?’ and ‘Upset
that it was the Liberals in power for 12 years who let CO2
emissions rise 24.4% rather than reduce them as required by
Kyoto?’

Campaign Funding: Green Money
Most Powerful

The campaign to elect Elizabeth May in London Centre North
will be fully funded: the maximum allowed is $88,119. In last
January’s general election, $2,442 was spent on the Green
campaign, nevertheless winning 5.5% of the vote. 

Using the following figures from that election, Greens point
out that they know how to make their campaign money
effective.

Vote $ Spent $ per Vote
Green Party: 3,300 $2,442 $0.74

NDP: 14,271 $20,817 $1.46

Liberals: 24,109 $63,536 $2.64

Conservatives: 17,968 $78,406 $4.36
For the Green Party this by-election is a national effort.

Canada’s eyes will be on the results on election night. 0
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